MrBac: a web server for draft metabolic network reconstructions for bacteria.
Genome-scale metabolic network reconstruction can be used for simulating cellular behaviors by simultaneously monitoring thousands of biochemical reactions, and is therefore important for systems biology studies in microbes. However, the labor-intensive and time-consuming reconstruction process has hindered the progress of this important field. Here we present a web server, MrBac (Metabolic network Reconstructions for Bacteria), to streamline the network reconstruction process for draft genome-scale metabolic networks and to provide annotation information from multiple databases for further curation of the draft reconstructions. MrBac integrates comparative genomics, retrieval of genome annotations, and generation of standard systems biology file format ready for network analyses. We also used MrBac to automatically generate a draft metabolic model of Salmonella enteric serovar Typhimurium LT2. The high similarity between this automatic model and the experimentally validated models further supports the usefulness and accuracy of MrBac. The high efficiency and accuracy of MrBac may accelerate the advances of systems biology studies on microbiology. MrBac is freely available at http://sb.nhri.org.tw/MrBac.